
ULTIMATE hEAvY INDUSTRY RESPIRATOR

What makes the RPB® Nova 3® the ultimate heavy industry respirator?

12 The outside skin - the light grey surface of the helmet actively reflects 
heat, keeping it cool, while the vibrant green ensures visibility even 
in busy, low-visibility, high risk workplaces. The back of the helmet 
has been designed to take decals, allowing workers to personalize 
their gear, including hi vis transfers for particularly challenging 
work environments.

13, 14, 15 Comfort-fit padding system - moulded side pads 
encase the ears, offering superior comfort and increased 
hearing protection. The system is easy to remove for 
hygienic cleaning. The moulded head liner is designed 
to reduce the pressure points on the head and evenly 
balances the weight of the helmet, making it the most 
evenly balanced helmet on the market. The back 
neck support is ratchet adjustable to custom fit the 
helmet to you. Side pads are available in 3 sizes. 
(System patent pending.)

16 field-replaceable air inlet fitting - with  
O-ring seal and a unique thread so it  
can’t be installed incorrectly!

17 Hand Strap - easy to carry and perfect 
for hanging in storage.

1 “Fit & Click” inner lens system - 
Patented inner lens system reduces 
downtime to a minimum. The 
procedure is quick, clean and easy, 
even wearing leather gloves! Just 
unclip the lens frame (a), remove 
the old lens and replace with a new 
lens (b), then clip the frame back into 
place (c). All done in 10 seconds! no 
more struggling with inner lenses 
and stubborn seals or not even using 
safety lenses! Designed because 
we know time is money and worker 
safety is paramount.

2 Unbreakable/Durable/ 
Super-protective helmet shell  
- high pressure injection moulded 
from engineering grade nylon.  
Built for harsh conditions.

3 Larger viewing window - provides 
optimum downward vision and 
maximum peripheral vision, because 
safety is important.

4 Large glove-sized latch - tough, easy 
to locate and use.

5 Tear off lens system - for increased 
productivity. RPB®’s unique fit and save 
system is designed to ensure only one 
lens is removed at a time, guaranteed! 
See clearly, keep blasting.

BLAST JACkETS

The nova 3® is also available 
with Blast Jackets. The RPB® 
Blast Jacket is designed to offer 
greater protection from dust 
and particulates and when you 
are using a cool tube the jacket 
directs the cool air around your 
torso, so you not only have a 
cool head, the system cools your 
entire upper body!

Jackets are available in 2 sizes -  
Xl and XXl.9
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1711 Streamlined air system - an even 
distribution of airflow brings air 
to the breathe zone and reduces 
lens fogging. The air channel 
stops head chill and directs the air 
where it’s needed! Vents in the top 
dome allow air to also pass around 
the head for extra comfort. This 
engineering is supported by a fail-
proof air tube attachment that can 
only be assembled the correct way, 
limiting time for re-adjustments and 
removing the risk of malfunction.

6 Securely attached cape - The cape 
is secured with 8 snap fasteners, 
ensuring it won’t drop off and is 
easy to replace. There is are six cape 
options to choose from.

7 Clip on cape seal - provides extra 
dust protection and stops abrasives 
entering the helmet.

8 Removable visor - easy to remove  
for efficient lens replacement.

9 Dust seal - the bellow seal system 
is a complete barrier to dust and 
particulates, taping up lenses before 
blasting will be a thing of the past!

10 The key to it all - A hex lock key, 
located inside the helmet is the only 
tool needed to remove all attached 
parts. All parts have a captivate nut. 
no tool box required -  
it can’t get much  
easier!
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MADE IN  
ThE USA*

*from local & quality  
imported components.


